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Intermountain Yearly Meeting of the Pelious Cociey
of Friends, meeting in its fifth annual session, at Ghost
Ranch Conference Center, New Mexico, June 2—10, 1’79, sends
greetings to all Friends and Criends meetings around the
world. Throughout our meetings for business and worshin,,
we have experienced a sense of the unity nd holiness of
life directed toward the Light, and an intense desire to
regain the warmth and sniritual fire of uakerism s earliest
century and a half0

We have, in a spirit of worship, considered the many—
faceted, interlacing needs of the world of nature and human
kind: the uses and misuses of natural resources, the care
and nurture of children and adults’ individually and, cor
porately, especially as families and religious bodies, and
the cultivation, intensification, arid extension of the gifts
of the Spirit.

We were moved toward this emphasis by an account, of the
ministry of early Quaker women ministers who in spite of the
myriad household duties and heavy family cares characteristic
of their times, found ways to respond to the call of the
Spirit to travel in the ministry, We were also moved by a
play “There Is a Spirit” (on the life of James Naylor), which
was written by, directed, and acted by our own high school
young peoole. The play and the vocal ministry which followed
its presentation reminded us that, though our best human
efforts to serve Cod sometimes end in confusion and disaster,
both new directions, life, and hone can snring from such
despair and death if we heed the prophets among us,

The life we shared was greatly enriched by the nresenceof many small children, a Young Friends groun which had
doubled in number over last year’s, and visitors from many
yearly meetings in the United States, Friends organizations,as well as four Friends from Mexico General Meeting and two
from London Yearly Meeting.

The growth of the Young Friends in number and exnerience
has enabled them to form their own Meeting through which
they took wide responsibility for their own activities. They
focused their discussions on building responsible, loving
relationships and on the decisions they may have to make
regarding national military service. Between times they
enjoyed, to the full, hiking, folk dancing, and their own
healthy high spirits.

In a world plagued by injustices and war, we seek to
strengthen the loving relationships within our families andmeetings, our awareness of those who suffer, the causes andrelief of their suffering, and. the ultimate reconciliation
of human beings with one another and with the natural world
under the guidance of the Inner Light.


